CRPC #712 · INVITATION TO BID · GASOLINE
PUBLIC AMENDMENT #2: Bid Table Addition & Opportunity Q&A
Answers
BID TABLE #2 ADDITION
NOTICE: An additional Bid Table has been created for the town of East Hartford.
Vendors will need to download the additional information in Bid Table #2 in order
to submit a complete bid.
East Hartford is participating in the public bid and a second bid table has been created with their
information. Vendors will need to include the information from the second bid table on Bonfire in their
submission in order for their submission to be complete.

OPPORTUNITY Q&A ANSWERS
What additional details are you willing to provide, if any, beyond what is stated in
bid documents concerning how you will identify the winning bid?
Please note: CRPC members make their own award based on bids submitted. CRCOG does
not award vendors.

Please let us know whether you have received this email, and when and how
answers will be provided.
Your email was received. Please note that questions must be submitted via Bonfire only, not via
email. We will provide an answer for this as a courtesy. Q and A’s will be release several days
before the bid closes.

Was this bid posted to the nationwide free bid notification website at
www.mygovwatch.com/free?
Please note that questions must be submitted via Bonfire only, not via email. We will provide
an answer for this as a courtesy. No, this bid was not posted at www.mygovwatch.com/free

Other than your own website, where was this bid posted?
Please note that questions must be submitted via Bonfire only, not via email. We will provide
an answer for this as a courtesy. The bid was posted to the DAS website, and advertised in the
following newspapers: Hartford Courant, Hartford News, Identidad Latina and White eagle.

Please provide the tank size for item 1-7.
Tank size for item 7-1 is 4,000 gallons.

Is the question end date correct at Sunday, December 6?
Yes.

Could you please provide more clarification on the 1% administrative fee:
The 1% administrative fee doesn’t apply to gasoline bid.

• It says based on what the customer ORDERED. What if the customer
ORDERs 7500 gallons but we only deliver 6,000 gallons because the
customer over ordered, do we still have to pay the 1% admin fee on 7500
gallons? N/A
•

Confirm the calculation is sale price x delivered gallons x 1% = payment for
that delivery? N/A
•
Meaning that we should not include taxes in the 1% calculation on the
invoice? N/A
•
It mentions purchase orders as a basis, historically municipalities issue
blanket purchase orders to cover their entire needs for the contract term.
Do we pay you 1% on the value of the PO or is it based on the actual
deliveries that occur in that quarter? N/A

Do you have an example of the last quarterly report your vendor submitted so we
can make sure we have the ability to include the necessary information CRPC
requires? N/A
Could I please have a copy of the previous bid tabulations for gasoline?
Previous bid tabulations for gasoline may be found at https://crcog.org/bids/ Click on BIDS,
then scroll down to GASOLINE

